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Narrow Context

Expressing ‘the body’ self through art:
Tactile / Experimental – the hands on discovery of shape, form, line, texture and 
colour
Personal & Emotional connection – ‘me’ centered 
Curiosity / connecting art to oral story
Perception – images express feelings – short attention span… Lots 
of repetition of familiar images
Story telling – inspire imagination – inspire creating – patterns of language

Expressing body/personal context through 
art:
Tactile / Experimental – refining and utilizing shape, form, line, 
texture and colour
Personal & Emotional connection – family / idealistic centered
Perception – images express ideas, feelings, fantasy and meaning
Historical beginning a context of time, place & limited point 
of view (right/wrong)
Story telling –inspire imagination –illustrating –images -patterning

Expressing personal/historical context through art:
Tactile / Experimental – refining & utilizing shape, form, 
line, texture and colour
Personal & Emotional connection – reason centered
Perception – images express ideas, feelings, memories and literature & 
possibilities
Historical context of time, place and point of view
Story telling – inspire imagination – illustrating – images –
detail. What is the purpose of an artist in stories?

Expressing historical/social context through art:
Tactile / Experimental – continue refining & introduce 
mixing media – film, computer graphics
Personal & Emotional connection – broader perspective 
– art influences on society 
Perception – images express ideas, feelings, memories, literature, 
participation 
Historical - Does change influence art or does art influence change?
Story telling –inspire imagination –illustrating –images detail. 

Expressing personal/cultural context 
through art:
Tactile / Experimental – refining & utilizing shape, form, line, 
texture & colour - passion
Personal & Emotional connection – bring self, intellect & belief to 
the work
Perception – universal truths? – ‘wild imagination’
Historical – discover a deeper sense of reality through the eyes of 
artists
Story telling – imagination – images – detail - humour. 

Experiential – Tactile - Sensual
Oral / auditory patterns –sounds –rhythm –story 

telling/songs
Visual stimulus

Sign /oral language - expressing self – meeting 
needs/wants

BROADER CONTEXT

Linda Holmes
Nov. 12, 06

Each level incorporates the previous level… thus there is a broader context, 
thus more ‘ground’ for utilizing the understandings.  An individual would 

access the understandings through the flow.

Cognitive tools
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July, 2008 
 
Dear reader, 
     First and foremost I need to confess that I am not an artist or sketcher in any sense of the 
word.  I’m sure my high school art teacher would be appalled that I of all people would be 
teaching students sketching.  So why would I create a sketching unit?  Well, first there is very 
little written about teaching young children to draw and second, I wanted to improve my own 
skills in drawing.   
     The results were rather remarkable.  Most notable was the children’s joy and eagerness in 
embracing sketching.  In the 6 primary classes I taught over two years, art was one of the most 
popular times of the week for them.  At the start of each year I had the children use mirrors to 
sketch themselves.  They repeated this sketch at the end of the year.  They also drew the palm 
side of their hand.  There was significant improvement in the children’s use of detail, flow and 
most of all, confidence in drawing.   
 
HOW TO USE THE UNIT     
    
  I have used this sketching unit with primary and intermediate students ranging in ages of 5 to 
10 years old.  The unit is purposefully written in a somewhat ‘sketchy’ manner… no pun 
intended, so you will have the opportunity to take some or all of the unit, create and make it 
your own.  I believe teachers need to add a piece of themselves into every subject they teach.  
In fact, every time I have given this unit to be reviewed, the reviewer adds a new view, 
perspective or cognitive tool.  I have added some Romantic Cognitive tools that worked 
extremely well for my older students.  So, this unit could go on for another 30 pages if every 
detail was recorded and it may be 30 pages someday but for now the unit is yours to do with 
what you will.  I strongly encourage you to become the sketching ‘expert’ (draw, draw, draw), 
and have fun with your students, developing together.  I certainly did.   
 
Sincerely, Linda Holmes 
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Grace 
March, 2008 

Andrea 

Grace 
 February, 2008 

Andrea 

The above drawings were completed 
by 5 year olds.  The task was to draw 
their teacher.  The final drawing is by 
a 7 year old (Joseph) drawing me as I 
posed for the class. 
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Mythic (Romantic) Framework    

Topic:  Sketch / Sketches / Sketching     
 
Finding a Narrative                         by Linda Holmes 
Emotional Engagement 
 
What is emotionally engaging about the topic? How is it meaningful? Why should it matter to us? 
 
 
Sketching is the vehicle in which the imagination emerges into a reality of form, 
function and fun.  It is a tool by which we visually, verbally and vicariously explore 
ideas.  Sketching thoughts is like the physician’s hands that catch the baby at birth.  
Note taking is a vehicle for birthing an idea.  They are the receptacles for the creative 
outpouring of the imagination.  
 
 

Mythic     --- Romantic
• Expressing body/personal 

context through art:
• Tactile / Experimental – refining 

and utilizing shape, form, line, 
texture and colour

• Personal & Emotional 
connection – family / idealistic 
centered

• Perception – images express 
ideas, feelings, fantasy and 
meaning

• Historical beginning a context of 
time, place & limited point 

• of view (right/wrong)
• Story telling –inspire imagination 

–illustrating –images -patterning

• Expressing personal/historical 
context through art:

• Tactile / Experimental – refining 
& utilizing shape, form, 

• line, texture and colour
• Personal & Emotional 

connection – reason centered
• Perception – images express 

ideas, feelings, memories and 
literature & possibilities

• Historical context of time, place 
and point of view

• Story telling – inspire imagination 
– illustrating – images –

• detail. What is the purpose of an 
artist in stories?
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What binary concepts best capture the meaning and emotion of the topic? If this were a 
story, what would the opposing forces be? 
 
 
 
                 SKETCHING 
                              By L. Holmes 
It is possible  
            Probable  
      Or even likely  
            That something  
                     Comes from nothing 
     But…  
        Nothing  
           From something… 
Age old debate… on time or…  
                                               Late 
           Chicken or egg 
                  I’m not pulling your leg 
Oh sure it is a metaphor 
      For…sketching is viewing creativity’s core 
For if I view 
             Then I can say 
                                       I knew 
            Then choose to do… 
                                Or not 
Sketching is just a tool 
                      Cause I’m no fool 
              I explore… explain… exhibit 
The deepest parts  
                I’ll not inhibit 
Just an idea on the page… 
            Or more visible 
                                On the stage 
Listen… Glimpse into my mind 
                                  To find… 
                         Or not 
Sketch what could 
          Possibly… 
                        Maybe… 
                                 BE 
Imagination’s birth! 
 

     Nothing – something 
Something - nothing 

profound  - silly 
simple – complex 

timorous – courageous 
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Central Image or Metaphor 
What content most dramatically illustrates the contrast between the binary opposite? Is there a metaphor or image that can do this? 
  
Downloading – bringing forth thoughts into form, function and fun – visual and or verbally  

Ways in which we ‘download’ in class are…  
• Verbal ways - brainstorming, author’s mumble, story mentoring (in partnership one tells 

their idea for their story while the other asks questions like…why, what happened next, 
how come?, discussions 

 
• Visual ways – drawing, sketch books, painting, writing, story mapping, webbing, 

drafting, ‘thinking’ books, journals, notebooks, field trips to galleries, walks in the 
neighborhood, ‘walkabouts’ (everyone leave their work on their table and we walk about 
the room seeing what others have done… not a ‘talkabout’)  

 
Composting – the storing of ideas in the form of drawing and or writing for possible future use. 
Shuffling – putting together distinct ideas in varying combinations to see how they interact 
 
Organizing Content into Story Form    
How can we organize the content into a developing story form? 
 
The story I will use as my narrative is Leonardo de Vinci’s, a consummate observer, note 
taker and sketcher, “he tried to understand a phenomenon by describing and depicting it in 
utmost detail” (Wikipedia 
 
Born in a small town named Vinci in Italy on April 15th, 1452, Leonardo grew up exploring 
nature and studying insects, birds and animals. As he grew he sketched in great detail the 
plants and animals near his home.  Later, Leonardo would use these detailed sketches in his 
paintings. 
  
Imagine a young boy with no formal schooling wandering the hillsides drawing what he saw.  
Leonardo was a curious, interested and artistic child and throughout his life he put pen to 
paper to show his thinking.  His lifetime of notes and sketches were bound into books only after 
his death with some believing, many pages were lost.  People believe there may be more 
notes for us to find. 
    
Leonardo is one of the most famous painters in history, however, he has also become famous 
for his “notebooks” which were lost or hidden away for hundreds of years.  In these notebooks, 
Leonardo sketched, wrote journals and diaries and notes and invented things that interested 
him.  Leonardo was interested in machines that would save time and effort.  Leonardo 
sketched these inventions from his imagination, through his understanding of how machines 
work and his keen sense of observation.  Many of these inventions were never built or tested 
and after his death in 1519, Leonardo’s notebooks were either lost or misplaced.  Some of his 
inventions were designs of; the parachute, helicopter, tank, plane and diving suits.  Other 
inventors over the centuries came up with similar ideas to Leonardo’s and built working 
machines.   
 
Leonardo also created his own “mirror writing”; a reversed writing system.  No one knows why 
he created it, however, Leonardo was left handed and “it is easier to pull a quill pen than to 
push it; by using mirror-writing, the left-handed writer is able to pull the pen from right to left 
and also avoid smudging what has just been written.” (Wikipedia). Leonardo would write 
‘normally’ when he wished to.  
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For our purpose, we are focusing on Leonardo’s impressive collection of notebooks, of which 
there are 10 and his dedication to recording his ideas. 
  
Leonardo utilized the mathematical rules of linear perspective in defining the lines that 
enhanced the realistic look of his work. 
Leonardo died in France on May 2, 1519.  Many of his notes and sketches were lost or 
misplaced for centuries. 
 
Developing Cognitive Tools 
 
Mythic Images and Metaphor  
What activities help students develop images, metaphors, or other forms of creative depiction? 
 

1. Simplify.  What are pictures made of?  (I draw a sketch on the chalkboard and ask what 
I used to draw my picture, besides the chalk and board?)  Do you know how many kinds 
of lines there are? (Young children are always amazed there are only two, straight and 
curved.  This knowledge shows children how simple sketching really is.  I ask them to 
ask their parents this question.)  The children draw a picture of Leonardo’s home in 
Vinci using straight and curved lines. 
 

Romantic Understanding

Where younger students are fascinated with 
the concept of straight and curved lines, 
older students are ready to utilize the 
concept and (collect) information for 
deeper understanding…

• Words that only have straight lines?
• Words that only have curved lines?
• Where in our class are straight and curved lines found?
• Can one create a picture using one kind of line?
• Where in nature are straight and curved lines found?

 
2. Supposing!  Bring ideas into form… then to function.  (Many of Leonardo’s sketches 

never left the page.  Let’s explore what that means.) 
Drawing / writing about ideas…  How do we know it works?  After discussing some of 
Leonardo’s ideas and a few of our own, a list is made of Leonardo’s ideas we might 
possibly be able to bring to ‘life’.  Working in groups of 3 to 4 children, they decide which 
idea they will develop and how it will be done and what supplies they will need to make 
their object.  The children then create their object over a few periods of time.  When it is 
complete, the children present their ‘working model’.  

Romantic Understanding

Ideas for discussion…

What happens to ideas?
Where do ideas come from? 
Why do people have ideas? 
Do ideas tell us something about the people who
have them?  
What do the sketches of Leonardo tell us about
what kind of man he was?
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3. Linear art Showing students the sketches artists made of the study of line – linear 

design.  Using copies of Leonardo’s famous works of art put a piece of tracing paper 
over it and have the children trace the linear lines Leonardo perfected.  This is a great 
opportunity to talk about perspective (the near and the far) in art.  
 

4. Exploring perceptions in art, sculpture and tableaus  
 

a) Using a set of slides of a variety of art (i.e. the primary art poster series), have the 
children view and share their perceptions.  Encourage them to really look at the pieces 
of art / tableau.  Have the students talk about what they see and ask them questions like 
… 

• What do you see? 
• What do you see that isn’t there? {i.e. the reflection of the sun and yet the sun is 

not in the picture]  
• What are the artists / authors telling you? 
• What do you think of this piece of art / tableau? 
• Why did the artist create this work? 
• What is its purpose? 

 
b) The students are organized into small group (4-5 children) and are asked to create              

tableaus (a visually dramatic scene or situation that suddenly arises) from a story they 
are reading.  An example of a tableau would be the scene from Little Red Riding Hood 
at her grandma’s house when the wolf is disguised as grandma.  Ask the above 
questions. Discuss, what is the difference between experiencing the whole story  

           rather than this one glimpse?  
 

Romantic Understanding

The children write… perform… sketch 
tableau. 

How do artists help us interpret their work?
Students choose a piece of art and present 

it to the class for why they believe the 
piece is worth attention.

       
5. Sketch metaphors / puns / playing with words.  To understand the concept of 

metaphors and puns, have the children draw them out on paper, chalkboards and or 
overhead projectors. 

 
What jokes or fantastic stories can be found or invented that relate to the topic?   
      

• Cartooning and caricatures: lends itself wonderfully to humour, irony and fantasy  
           What we see and feel captures the joke / pun in these simplistic drawings. 
           We are going to the ‘guts’ of the matter without the frills of a lot of words,  
           colour or drama.  
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    (For example, read to them a description of someone who was really nosy, always poking into other people’s 
business.  The students could draw the person with a feature that emphasizes that character trait.  The poetry of 
Dennis Lee is full of puns and caricature potential.)   
 

• Fingerprint people and!!!! …  
      Using their own fingerprints, children are able to quickly bring humour and fun into 
action.   
 

                                                  
 
 

• What is behind the fence?  Ever wonder what is [lurking, growing, bubbling, crawling] 
happening outside our realm of vision?  Show posters of Leonardo’s work and ask the 
children what is going on outside of the view of the picture? 
 

The lesson: give each child a picture of a fence. While you are talking about the picture, the 
children can colour it. 
        - Where is this fence? 
        - What time of year and what colours will you use? 
        - What do you know about the fence…really? 
        - What do you think is behind the fence? 
 
On a draft paper, write your story of “What is behind the fence?”  Children share their 
written work, get feedback, edit, rewrite and paste final copy on the back of their fence 
picture. 
Note:  A picture of a road or pathway is also great for this writing activity.     What is at the 
end of the road? 

 
 
Rhythm, Rhyme and Patterns     
What activities help students experience and extend a sense of rhythm, rhyme or predictability? 
 

• Rearranging the facts:  Leonardo mirrored his writing.  He made his note taking work 
for him…in speed, clarity and privacy.  We can have a bit of fun mirroring our own work. 

 
• The music of Leonardo’s time: what influence might it have had?  We listen to the 

music and compare it with what we have today…rap.  The children list words that 
express the life and times of Leonardo and then we create a rap song for him.  The 
children can be grouped and take parts in singing rounds. 

 
• Creative movement in reverse…reading in reverse… singing in reverse…some words 

are naturally reversed, i.e. dad, mom, Bob (palindromes .. get kids to say their names 
backwards…always fun) 

   
                     
Drama and Roleplay 
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How can the students become characters in the story? How can they be encouraged and supported to contribute to or retell the story using 
their own words, gestures, and actions? 
 

• Group story building:  This could be used before or after the… “What is behind the 
fence?” activity. 

     The class sits in a circle and are given the rules of,   
      - Adding only one word at a time 
      - It needs to make sense with the words that came before 
      - Put in punctuation where needed 
      - No blood and guts!  
 
• Jokes and puns done in mime: It’s a great way to share thinking without words, 

metaphors and similes.  What is their purpose?  Why do people like jokes and puns so 
much? There is a lot of action and facial expression.  Note: This is a great precursor to 
the fingerprint and cartooning, caricature lessons.  (Leonardo was a known 
prankster…there are several famous stories about him, for example, putting large wings 
on the back of a lizard and giving it to friends as a present just to see the horror on their 
faces when they open the box.) 

       
• Mantel of the expert: What would life be like for you if you lived in Leonardo’s time?  

What if Leonardo were here today? Remember, you know much more than he does, as 
almost 600 years has passed since he died.  What would you tell him?  What would you 
ask him?  This is where I would or a knowledgeable friend would come into class, 
dressed in the robes of Leonardo’s day, to talk with the class. (I would video this for 
posterity and to show how note-taking is no longer with pen and paper.) 

 
 

Looking Forward and Concluding 
Towards Further Understanding 
How can the unit develop embryonic forms of Romantic, Philosophic, Ironic understanding? What cognitive tools characteristic of literacy, the 
disciplines, or embodied self-awareness can be introduced here? 
 
Throughout this unit and in particular, the resolutions are the seeds of romanticism, philosophy 
and irony.  This is also a great time to talk about the changes of how we take notes and 
‘sketch’.  Technology has had its effects in our lives through cameras, computers, pdas, audio 
and video devices, etc.  I wonder how they have really changed our lives and what lies in our 
future? 
 
Sometimes looking back helps us to look forward.   
Looking back at your journals and portfolios, what do you now know about yourself?  Has this 
‘looking back’ been of use to you?  Will you use it again?  Why or why not? 
Writing a self evaluation will be our final task.  Those who wish to present their work to the 
class are most welcome to. 
 
 
Resolution 
How does the story end? How are the opposites mediated or resolved? 
 
Even though many of Leonardo’s notes were misplaced for hundreds of years, there were 
others who thought up his ideas and brought them to fruition.  Leonardo is admired him for his 
detail, creativity and dedication to realism.  
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Our story with Leonardo ends with how our world has changed because of the ideas he 
expressed through drawing, writing and performance.  We can now explore our options of who 
we are in our world and where it may develop next.  
Questions to ponder with the class… 
 

• Is sketching / note taking important in our world? 
• How has sketching changed since the days of Leonardo? 
• How have sketching/ note taking changed our world today? 
• Who has changed the world like Leonardo? 
• Why is change important in our world? 
• Will we change the world?  (i.e. computer graphics in the production of video games…computer 

drafting…Hollywood special effects) 
 
Empowering individuals to see how they affect their world and the world influences them.  
 

If it is to be 
It is up to me. 

[note: This quote was brought to me by one of my 7 year olds.] 
Assessment 
How can one know whether the topic has been understood, its importance grasped and the content learned? 
         
Observation:   

• How do the individuals / class ‘show up’ within the activities? 
• What changes in conversation, behavior, attitude and performance  

           have taken place?   
• Are we using more expressive language with each other and at home? 
• How am I changed as a teacher and member of the class?  

 
Written / Drawing / Performance: 

• Are students ‘downloading’ and ‘composting’ in their Thinking books and journals? 
• Portfolios / journals / Thinking books: more detail, structure and development  
• Are students using metaphor and simile in their written and oral presentations? 
• Are students taking risks with sharing their ideas? 
• Are students asking questions and exploring ideas using their imaginations?  
• Having researched and explored Leonardo’s life I would encourage my students to 

research other well known people. 
• Students create a poster of the life of Leonardo da Vinci and will conclude the study by 

touring to other classes for presentations and videotaping.  
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